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self. The educator can do much to foster the growth of
worthy sentiments by being himself an exemplar of the desired
qualities, and by holding them up as ideals to be achieved.
It has been proved, for example, that if children are trained
to be tidy in one task only they will remain untidy in others;
if, however, tidiness is held before them as an ideal the train-
ing will spread from one task to another and a sentiment
for tidiness will be formed. Sentiments are consolidated by
habitual action, and, when formed, make for consistent con-
duct. Indeed, such consistency is the only test for the forma-
tion of a sentiment.
In order that the sentiments may be united in a strong self,
the idea of self must be clear. There can be little doubt that
the modern educational doctrine of respecting the individuality
of the child does much to give him a clear idea of himself and
his powers. When educators cease to expect their pupils to
conform to a preconceived type and encourage them to be
themselves—or rather, to become themselves—we may look •
for a great advance in the art of character-training.
Now every good school does give serious attention to the
problem of character-training; using as its instruments its
tradition, its corporate life, its games, its instruction, and the
influence of its teachers, it succeeds in fostering sentiments of
great individual and social value, which, when organized into
a self, result in a satisfactory character. It does not, however,
follow that such a character necessarily brings in its train a
strong will. Training in the specific power of voluntary
decision is a special problem, which, even in good schools, is
too apt to be neglected.
It is helpful to realize that the will, since it is character
in action, exhibits the threefold aspect of all mental life—
conation, affect, and cognition. Naturally, in an act of will
the conativc aspect is the most important, since willing is
horme raised to its highest point; but this must not blind us
to the importance of the others. We have already studied the
affective aspect in the organization of the instincts, with their
accompanying emotions, into sentiments, and of sentiments
into the self, and we cannot have will at all without such

